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This research into locality has developed in the midst of Collective moving from its long-term 
home on Cockburn Street to Calton Hill, a distance of only 0.5 miles, but a significant shift in 
context. I have aimed to, at least provisionally, through four case studies, consider the ways 
an art organisation can relate to or be embedded in its surroundings, ‘neighbourhood’ and 
city. In turn this is part of an attempt to address the role(s) an art organisation plays in society, 
or to ask a question, as posited by Nina Möntmann, Mike Bode & Staffan Schmidt in Spaces 
of Conflict: ‘In what way(s) does an art institution contribute to a/the community/city/society’? 

1 The research trips funded by the Go&See bursary were focussed on four organisations: 
Kunsthall Oslo (Norway), Tensta Konsthall (Sweden), Van Abbemuseum (Netherlands) 
and What, How & For Whom? - Gallery Nova (Croatia). These sites were chosen for their 
commitment to working with diverse groups of people and approaching the material and 
social conditions in their locality in innovative ways. Each organisation also places emphasis 
on research-led activity, and approaches education and programming as interconnected 
processes, delivering an expanded programme of commissions, exhibitions, events and  
other activities.

At Kunsthall Oslo I was keen to find out more about the project I Don’t See the Sea From 
Where I Live: The Oslo Project, intended as a research project of the city, which was initiated 
when the gallery moved to its current location in Bjørvika. In conversation with Curator Elizabeth 
Byre she explained, ‘this is a new area, not a site of gentrification’.2 The Oslo Project was 
expansive running publically over a 12-month period, with 1.5-years lead in time. This involved  
a group of artists, writers and thinkers investigating the life the city and presenting a complex 
picture of a locality.3 One interesting example was the Romanes Language Symposium and 
Phrasebook, an initiative set up by two writers - Linda Gabrielsen and Hanne Ramsdal – 
addressing the lack of tools to share language between Norwegian and Roma children. The 
project included a series of writing workshops for children, to collectively develop a Norsk-Roma 
phrasebook. Elisabeth noted that it was at times very difficult to manage by the small team, 
because of how sprawling the overall project became. They have now shifted the parameters to 
deal with this, narrowing the frame of research projects and running one every two years, using 
formats such as a newspaper to disseminate work. This allows for an open-ended format but 
more time to work with participants and artists in a reflexive way.

Tensta Konsthall was set up in 1998 as a private foundation run by local artists and social 
workers. It is located in a residential area in Stockholm shaped by The Million Programme 
– an initiative that took place between 1965 and 1975 to create mass housing at affordable 
prices within three suburbs of Stockholm. The approach to locality at Tensta Konsthall is 
relational, in the sense that the programme and exhibiting artists often draw parallels to other 
places without reinforcing distinctions such as here/elsewhere or global/local. 

The exhibition Tensta Museum: Reports From New Sweden – which directly addressed and 
worked with local residents - generated an account of multiple, often contradictory histories 
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in the area, with the potential to reveal marginalised stories or wider issues that resonate 
beyond the specific locale. Director Maria Lind stated that one of her aims when starting out 
at Tensta Konsthall was to ‘take art to task’ by embedding practices, which talk about social 
and political issues within the local context. While visiting I was given a tour of the area, which 
included visiting the local library and Million Programme ‘show flat’. My mediator, Safyia, 
highlighted that one challenge in Tensta, an area predominantly occupied by migrants from 
Somalia, Kurdistan, Iraq, Chile and Syria, was the lack of public space for women. In response 
Tensta Konsthall invited local women’s groups to use their café on a regular basis. Maria Lind 
described this a generating a ‘third space’ 4 for public culture in the gallery, whereby various 
activities and discussions can take place that can’t otherwise in the area, using the café as a 
pivotal space for working, sharing, and socialising that is shaped by local residents. Crucially 
this is not about programming for a local audience, but placing emphasis on distributing 
resources to offer facilities outside of exhibitions. It also underlines the importance of 
mediation – of thinking about mediation as a critical tool – using texts, tours, talks and many 
other public forums for discussion of art and local issues.

Van Abbemuseum is situated in Eindhoven in the North Brabant region of The Netherlands. 
The public programming and display of the collection often tackles questions about the role  
of an art museum today, as seen in the four-part project Play Van Abbe, which took place 
between 2009 and 2011. Play Van Abbe looked to ask questions around the conventions that 
shape museum display, such as ‘how did these conventions develop and are they appropriate 
today? Can we make them visible? Change them? Play with them?’ 5 A key motivation behind 
the project is to learn publically, to set out on projects that are not the conclusion of a well-
articulated idea but are worked through with invited artists, speakers and groups of people. 
This resonates with the article Take Care by Anthony Huberman of The Artist Institute in  
New York, which argues that cultural workers should move away from being expert 
performers to embracing both I know and I don’t know: ‘An institution could stop behaving  
like an explanation machine, where those who know are teaching those who don’t know, and 
invest in what philosopher Jacques Rancière calls the “equality of intelligences,” where those 
who know something engage with those who know something else. It’s not about preparing 
explanations in advance, but about following the life of an idea, in public, with others.’ If we 
think about learning in public and its relation to locality, we can follow this idea further. No 
work of art lands in a place out of nowhere. Play Van Abbe attempted to make the processes 
around art production and display, which are usually kept out of site, visible. One way this was 
achieved was to keep the gallery open during the change over between exhibitions. Although 
this is potentially gimmicky and only achievable by large-scale institutions with enough 
resources, enabling the decision making, thinking around and labour of art making visible  
and so debatable can initiate learning for both audience and organisation.

What, How & for Whom (WHW) is a curatorial collective based in Zagreb, Croatia, made  
up of Ivet Curlin, Ana Devic, Natasa Illic and Sabrina Sabolovic. They formed in 1999 in the 
context of the break-up of Yugoslavia. They have initiated many exhibitions and publishing 
projects internationally, and run the space Gallery Nova in Zagreb. Their name iterates 
the three core questions at the heart of everything they do and was the title of their first 
exhibition. The how of producing projects – is commonly made visible. For example, when 
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they curated the 11th Istanbul Biennial, What Keeps Mankind Alive, in 2009, they published 
all fees and costs online, making their own positions and the economy around each artist 
clear. Central to their approach is working on exhibitions as part of extended and often 
collaborative investigations, commonly involving a number of formats particularly publishing, to 
‘conceive and develop projects that are unfolding over a long-term period of time, opening up 
discussions on either traumatic or critical points within society’.6 This has been described in 
the publication Self-Organised as a politics of waiting, ‘not as a passive withdrawal, but rather 
an insistence on allowing for criticality to develop by testing out and gradually assessing new 
modalities for art production.’ 7 As part of this approach WHW are committed to practicing 
equality in their work and questioning the increased inequalities in many areas of society in 
both Croatia and further afield. This is prevalent in the on-going project Beginning As Well 
As We Can (How do we talk about Fascism?) - a collaboration with Tensta Konsthall (for 
which the exhibition discussed above Tensta Museum is a contributing part) and Grazer 
Kunstverein – that marks a response to the increasing right wing politics seen across Europe, 
what they term a widespread ‘normalisation of fascistic tendencies’ 8 in which we have seen 
a silencing of debates on ‘multiculturalism’ and various claims made about ‘heritage’ and 
‘nationalism’. Through multiple strands of activity, including exhibitions and public debates, 
the project makes a strong connection to the crisis in education and questions the role of art 
organisations in facilitating collective learning.

An extended version of this report has been shared with colleagues and discussed in 
presentation sessions. These conversations form part of Collective’s ongoing work in 
understanding and addressing our new locale, and working with groups of people who are 
currently underrepresented in our audience. We have not updated our current Equality and 
Diversity Policy as a result of the trips, this is because our research on access and equality 
is ongoing, and forms part of a larger audit process taking place as part of the Capital 
Redevelopment of the City Observatory complex on Calton Hill. The research has however 
contributed to the development of a significant public outcome that took place in September 
2014 titled How Near is Here?. This was a symposium and intensive programme, which 
brought together artists, organisations and academics from across the UK and internationally, 
working through similar questions on the ‘neighbourhood level’ and ‘locality’. Contributions 
included keynotes by Albena Yaneva and Fulya Erdemci; talks by Kate Gray, Alexandra 
Baudelot and Janna Graham; a walking tour with Mitch Miller; screening of work by Dennis 
McNulty; performance-workshops by Chloe Cooper with Charlotte Knox-Williams; a screening 
of Florrie James’ new film and discussion with Neil Gray; a performance with Eastern Surf and 
conversation with Emma Balkind; and a screening of Kirstina Norman’s recent work with a 
response from Harry Weeks. Collectively we built on the initial research undertaken with the 
Go&See funding examining why locality is a contested and widespread concern today, posing 
questions such as ‘what role does art (and culture) play in constructing a locality?’ How 
Near is Here? has mobilised as a research group, with other projects taking place outwith 
Edinburgh in the near future and it will also feature in an upcoming publication produced 
by Collective, which will enable this learning to be disseminated more widely with visitors, 
partners and the art sector.
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Notes

1 http://www.cac.lt/en/exhibitions/past/05/1375

2 June 2013, parts of a conversation with Elizabeth Byre at Kunsthall Oslo

3 http://www.kunsthalloslo.no/?lang=en

4 June 2013, parts of a conversation with Maria Lind at Tensta Konsthall - when Maria Lind 
describes a ‘third space’ within Tensta Konsthall, whereby the resources of the gallery 
such as the cafe are opened up for local groups, her choice of language is particularly 
telling. ‘Third space’ pertains to post-colonial studies and urban geography particularly the 
work of Homi K Bhabha and Edward W. Soja – to the co-existence and complex 
relationships between representations (of identities), imagined experience and material 
space.

5 http://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/

6 http://www.artmargins.com/index.php/5-interviews/635-interview-with-whw-collective-
zagreb

7 Stine Hebert and Anne Szefer Karlsen (eds), Self Organised, p.15

8 http://www.beginningaswellaswecan.com/
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